
enough
1. [ıʹnʌf] n

достаточное количество
we haveenough of everything - у нас всего довольно
I'vehad enough of him - он мне надоел
I'vehad enough of fighting - я устал от битв
enough and to spare - более чем достаточно; больше чем нужно

♢ enough is enough - хорошенького понемножку

2. [ıʹnʌf] a
достаточный

to have enough food [work, time] - иметь достаточно продовольствия [работы, времени]
is there enough seats for all? - хватит ли стульев на всех?

3. [ıʹnʌf] adv
1. 1) достаточно

he is old enough to understand - он достаточно взрослый, чтобы понимать
you know well enough - вы отлично знаете
this rope is not long enough - этой верёвки не хватит, верёвка недостаточно длинна

2) усил. весьма, довольно
she is fool enough to believe him - с неё станется ему поверить
are you man enough for this dangerous job? - вам такая опасная работа по плечу?

2. довольно, до некоторой степени
she sings well enough - она довольно хорошо поёт
she is pretty enough - она недурна
I know him well enough - я неплохо его знаю
oddly enough he was late - как ни странно, он запоздал

♢ fair enough - ладно, хорошо

while you cook dinner I will sit with the child. - Fair enough - пока ты готовишь обед, я посижу с ребёнком. - Правильно
sure enough - конечно
he said he would come and sure enough he came - он сказал, что придёт и действительнопришёл
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enough
enough determiner, pronoun, adverbBrE [ɪˈnʌf] NAmE [ɪˈnʌf]
determiner used before plural or uncountable nouns to mean ‘as many or as much as sb needs or wants’

Syn:↑sufficient

• Haveyou made enough copies?
• Is there enough room for me?
• I didn't haveenough clothes to last a week.
• Don't ask me to do it. I'vegot enough problems as it is.
• (old-fashioned) There was food enough for all.  Although enough after a noun now sounds old-fashioned, time enough is still fairly
common
• There'll be time enough to relax when you've finished your work.

 
Word Origin:
Old English genōg, of Germanic origin; related to Dutch genoeg and German genug.

Idioms: curiously/funnily/oddly/strangely enough ▪ ↑enough already ▪ ↑enough is enough ▪ ↑enough said ▪ ↑havehad enough

 
pronoun

as many or as much as sb needs or wants
• Six bottles should be enough.
• Haveyou had enough (= to eat) ?
• If enough of you are interested, we'll organize a trip to the theatre.
• There was nowhere near enough for everybody.
• We'venearly run out of paper. Do you think there's enough for today?

 
Word Origin:
Old English genōg, of Germanic origin; related to Dutch genoeg and German genug.

 
adverb(used after verbs, adjectives and adverbs)
1. to the necessary degree

• I hadn't trained enough for the game.
• This house isn't big enough for us.
• She's old enough to decide for herself.
• We didn't leave early enough.
• Tell them it's just not good enough .

2. to an acceptable degree, but not to a very great degree
• He seemed pleasant enough to me.

3. to a degree that you do not wish to get any greater
• I hope my job's safe. Life is hard enough as it is.

more at fair enough at ↑fair adj., go far enough at ↑far adv ., like enough at ↑like adv ., be man enough at ↑man n., near enough at
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↑near adv ., right enough at ↑right adj., sure enough at ↑sure adv .

 
Word Origin:
[enough ] Old English genōg, of Germanic origin; related to Dutch genoeg and German genug.

 

enough
I. e nough 1 S1 W1 /ɪˈnʌf/ BrE AmE adverb [always after a verb, adjective, or adverb]

1. to the degree that is necessary or wanted:
Are the carrots cooked enough?
He just hadn’t thought enough about the possible consequences.
You can go to school when you’re old enough.

enough for
Is the water warm enough for you?

enough to do something
Will Evans be fit enough to play?
The rooms are all large enough to take a third bed.
Surely no one would be foolish enough to lend him the money?
You’re late. It’s just not good enough (=not satisfactory or acceptable).

2. fairly but not very:
I was happy enough in Bordeaux, but I missed my family.
He’s a nice enough young man.

3. bad/difficult/hard etc enough used to say that a situation is already bad and you do not want it to get any worse:
Life’s difficult enough without you interfering all the time.

4. lucky/unfortunate etc enough to be/do something used to say that someone is lucky or unlucky that something happens to
them:

They were unlucky enough to be caught in the storm.
5. would you be good/kind enough to do something? spoken used to ask someone politely to do something for you:

Would you be good enough to hold the door open?
6. strangely/oddly/curiously etc enough used to say that a fact or something that happens is strange or surprising:

Strangely enough, I didn’t feel at all nervouswhen I faced the audience.
7. near enough British English spoken used when you are guessing a number, amount, time etc because you cannot be exact:

The full cost comes to £3,000, near enough.

⇨ fair enough at ↑fair1(14), ⇨ sure enough at ↑sure2(1)

• • •
GRAMMAR
Enough comes after adjectives and adverbs, neverbefore them:
▪ The printer is light enough (NOT enough light) to move easily.
▪ Their business wasn’t growing fast enough.

II. enough 2 S1 W2 BrE AmE determiner, pronoun
1. as many or as much as is needed or wanted:

Have I given you enough money?
Not enough is known about what happened.

enough for
There aren’t enough chairs for everyone.

enough to do/eat etc
Erica was worried that the children weren’t getting enough to eat.

enough (something) to do something
The police didn’t haveenough evidence to convict him.
He didn’t even earn enough to pay the rent.
You’ve had more than enough time to make all the preparations.

enough to go round (=enough of something for everyone to have some)
Do you think we’ve got enough pizza to go round?

not nearly/nowhere near enough informal (=much less than you need)
We only had $500, and that was nowhere near enough to buy a new camcorder.

time/reason/trouble etc enough old-fashioned:
Come on – there’ll be time enough to chat later.

2. used to say that a situation is already bad and you do not want it to get any worse:
She has enough problems without you two getting into fights.
I don’t want to bother him – he has enough to worry about.

3. have had enough (of something) spoken used to say you are tired or angry about a situation and want it to stop:
When I got home I just sat down and cried. I’d had enough.
I’ve just about had enough of your stupid remarks.

4. enough is enough spoken used to say that something that is happening should stop:
There comes a point when you say enough is enough.

5. that’s (quite) enough (also enough already American English) spoken used to tell someone to stop doing something:
Now, you two, that’s quite enough. Sit down and be quiet.

6. enough said spoken used to tell someone that they do not need to say any more because you understand the point they are
making:
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‘He’s the sort of man who wears a lot of jewellery.’ ‘Enough said.’
7. can’t get enough of something/somebody informal to enjoy something so much that you want more and more of it:

Her millions of fans can’t get enough of her.
• • •

GRAMMAR
Enough comes before uncountable and plural nouns, not singular nouns:
▪ We haven’t got enough time.
▪ There aren’t enough books (NOT enough book).

• • •
THESAURUS

▪ enough /ɪˈnʌf/ as much or as many as necessary, or as you want: My family neverhad enough money for holidays abroad. |
Haveyou had enough to eat?
▪ sufficient formal enough for a particular purpose: The police did not have sufficient evidence to justify a charge. | The accuracy
of the older technique was sufficient for our needs.
▪ adequate formal enough in quantity or good enough in quality for a particular purpose: All staff must be given adequate training
in health and safety. | The heating system was barely adequate.
▪ ample more than enough for what is needed: Local residents will be given ample opportunity to express their views. | People
used to think that 1 GB of memory was ample for the averagepersonal computer.
▪ plenty an amount that is enough or more than enough: Allow yourself plenty of time to get to the airport. | Your daughter won’t
need much cash at camp ($20-$25 will be plenty).
▪ something will do/something should do spoken used to say that a particular number or amount will be enough for what you
need: ‘How many envelopesdo you want?’ ‘Ten should do.’
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